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Withym 

Treasure Beneath The Sands 
 

 

Withym’s desert unfolded in front of Treall as an ocean of undulating heat waves. 

Before the hypnotic view lulled her into desert madness, she forced her eyes closed. As 

equilibrium returned, she resumed her meter-by-meter scan of the vast wasteland. Her 

eyes never wavered from the sensor readings. 

“It’s got to be here,” she muttered. “The satellite scan showed a void in this quad.” 

But she knew the assertion was futile. It could take months or even years to find the 

cache of artifacts hidden beneath the shifting brown sands. Each block in the scan 

covered thousands of hectares. Bureaucratic red tape and tribal unrest had already eaten 

up several months of valuable search time. And the moment Dharu exploded, Treall 

knew her permit to explore the area around the volcano, and any chance of finding the 

ancient library, disappeared. 

A keystroke and the scanner’s screen displayed the satellite image of Dharu 

spewing lava bombs hundreds of feet into the air. The mountain looked so close, Treall 

almost felt each blast. She whispered a prayer to the god Withym’s natives believed to 

inhabit the volcano and resumed her tedious search. 

That night under Withym’s triple moons, the archaeologist’s evening ritual 

resumed. Deeper and deeper she delved into the scant clues of the legendary archive. 

Spread out on the slab of rock that served as lab, worktable, and kitchen counter, sketches 

and fragments of hand-drawn maps now tan with age nudged against colorful satellite 

imagery. By carefully lining up the fragments, a view of the desert’s surface became 

visible. 

“No luck today, huh?” 

Drawn from her intense concentration, Treall looked up into the piercing brown 

eyes of Mikhail, one of the surveyors with whom she shared the base camp. 

“Had luck, all bad,” Treall replied. Despite their different backgrounds, a true 

friendship had developed between them. Mikhail had run interference against the worst 

of the surveyor crew’s pranks. And he kept her abreast of any unusual rock formations 

that were uncovered. 

“Well, maybe I can help,” Mikhail offered. “I found something today. Only the tip 

protruded from the dune, but the scanner interpolation reminded me of something I saw 

in your maps.” 
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His finger wove back and forth over the mass of papers until he found the sketch 

he wanted. 

“There, that’s what I saw.” Mikhail’s placed his thick finger across the black and 

white marks to cover the bottom three-quarters of the image. 

Bending over, Treall let out the breath she had been holding. According to local 

legend, the black rock spire marked the last leg of the trail to the library. 

“Thanks, Mikhail.” Although she meant it to be sincere, frustration forced a sour 

note into her tone. The clue was worthless without more specific data. 

“Don’t thank me yet, Trel. I have another present for you. Will a triangulated 

position reading save you some time? It should be in your scanner by now.” 

This time Treall’s genuine smile turned into a quick kiss on the surprised man’s 

cheek. Turning back to the pile of stacked journals, she started discarding one after the 

other as she searched for more details of the spire’s legend. 

As Treall lost herself in her work, Mikhail trudged away. “Don’t forget to eat,” he 

called over his shoulder. 

A wave of her hand acknowledged the advice. 

Pages of scribbled calculations soon overflowed from the rock table to the sand 

beneath. Excited mutters alternated with frustrated groans as Treall translated the rough 

maps and drawings into physical dimensions. Her concentration excluded everything 

from the setting of two of Withym’s moons to the howl of the desert night creatures. 

Only her tight-fitting environmental suit and the residual heat emanating from the rock 

kept the frigid air at bay. Her breath frosting from the chilled desert air finally broke 

Treall’s singular focus. 

No wonder I’m hungry. I’ve been hunched over these books for hours. After a look 

at the sky revealed no trace of Withym’s silvery dawn, she crawled into her small tent. 

The sleeping bag’s heater soon removed the chill from her bones and she slipped into a 

deep sleep. One haunted by dreams of endless chambers filled with clay amphora and 

parchment scrolls. 
 

The base camp rumbled to life with the first shimmer of dawn. The sound of heavy 

tracked vehicles soon disrupted the desert stillness. Treall’s skimmer followed the last of 

the survey crew vehicles through the narrow pass leading out of base camp. Her fingers 

drummed an excited tattoo on the console. As soon as she could safely get around the 

cumbersome transport, she opened the throttle and her little craft streaked off. 

Long hours later, her shout of joy reverberated throughout the skimmer’s small 

cockpit as she sighted the obsidian spire. Treall leaped from the skimmer almost before 

the skids touched down. “Yaa hooo.” Another yell rolled across the sands “Thanks, 
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Mikhail,” she called to the unhearing wasteland. “I owe you a dinner at the café when we 

get back to spaceport.” Treall curbed her excitement. Protocol demanded excavation 

could not begin until she recorded every minute aspect of the pillar showing above the 

desert floor. Training took over and she circled the exposed rock making numerous 

measurements. 

After setting up automatic recording equipment, she played a low-level digger 

beam over the sands at the foot of the rock. Hour after hour, she beamed, checked the 

exposed material, then beamed again. The work spanned days as she returned to base 

camp only when she could no longer see. The grueling labor finally paid off. Sunlight 

sparked off metal. 

Brushing away the last particles of sand revealed a dozen pilgrim boxes. Their 

once neat arrangement made haphazard over the eons by wind and shifting sands. 

Reverently, Treall removed the small, engraved metal lockets that had once contained 

prayers for guidance to the archive. The cleared space revealed a simple map engraved 

into the dark crystal of the centuries old marker. Like myriad pilgrims before her, Treall’s 

fingers traced the path. The warmth of the sun made the stone seem almost alive beneath 

her fingertips. 

In the midst of her examination, a vibration pulsed a warning. Fingering the lump 

where the tracking implant resided under her skin, she felt a second, un-ignorable pulse. 

“Treall, where are you?” Mikhail’s husky tones came over the skimmer’s comm. 

“Dharu’s building up one mother of a head of steam. Get back to base camp. Now!” 

Treall’s pulse raced as the scanner display edged from yellow to a bright orange.  

I have a few more hours, she reassured herself. A snaking ribbon of dust marked the path 

of Treall’s little craft as it raced across the sands following the map from the spire. Silent 

prayers to Dharu for a little more time alternated with urgings for her small craft to go 

faster. 

Her breath seized as the eruption-warning sensor flirted with the red mandatory 

evacuation mark. “No, no, NO!” Treall screamed. “Not now, I’m so close.” Almost in 

response to her desperate prayers, the needle arced back to the orange zone. 

A thousand-foot tall smoke plume off her port side shifted Treall’s attention from 

the eruption meter to the volcano itself. At the same time, the implant pulsed the “prepare 

to recall” code. Tears flowing down her face, she swung her small craft onto a heading 

toward the base camp. Her clenched fists beat on the console. The incessant beep of the 

skimmer’s comm unit intruded on her black thoughts. “Yah, I’m on my way back,” she 

snarled. 
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“Trel, you cut that awful close. Two more microns and we would have beamed you 

out. What did you think you were doing?” Mikhail demanded. Treall noticed a tension 

beneath his cool tones, as if they masked a hidden anxiety. 

“I was almost there, Mik. I found the last marker on the trail to the archive.” 

Unbidden, tears filled her eyes. Even the metallic comm signal couldn’t disguise the pain 

in her voice as she whispered, “I was almost there.” 

The continued threat of imminent eruptions forced all work to stop and restricted 

everyone to the safety of the camp. Frustrations built within the grounded survey crew 

with fights turning into an almost hourly occurrence. Treall just sat on the rock slab and 

stared off into the distance. Mikhail often attended the solitary figure, forcing her to eat 

and carrying her into her tent when the temperatures sank. His solicitous care continued 

while hundreds of miles away lava overflowed the volcano’s crater. 

“Dharu’s calming down,” Mikhail comforted. “The scuttlebutt is we’ll be released 

tomorrow.” 

Her burning eyes slowly rose. As she looked at Mikhail’s proffered scanner, the 

danger status edged from orange back to yellow. 

“If you’ll let me, I’ll come with you tomorrow. Unless…?” Mikhail’s voice 

seemed to catch in his throat. 

Returning her gaze to the far-off mountain, Treall’s voice softened. “Of course, 

you can come, Mik. This latest eruption…Well, it made me realize I don’t know what I’d 

do, even if I found the archive. We can’t just leave it as we find it. All my calculations 

indicate it is too near Dharu. If she blows, she’ll destroy everything.” 

Thinking furiously, Mikhail offered a solution. The survey crew hadn’t taken as 

many core samples as the original plan called for. Two of the immense holds in the 

orbiting satellite remained empty. He would requisition four porter pods. Anything within 

the square defined by the pods could be beamed to the satellite. Holding up a hand, he 

forestalled Treall’s objection. 

“A friend on the satellite’s bridge crew agreed to handle beam control.” Then with 

a smile at the depressed woman added, “All you need to do is find the library.” 

“I’ll find it,” Treall confirmed. Her years of archaeological training would pay off. 

“I’ll find it.” Then in a whisper added, “I have to.” Showing more life than she had for 

days, she ate the meal Mikhail had brought. But her spirit remained deep in the 

wasteland. 

True to Mikhail’s prediction, Dharu’s violent eruptions slowed. Treall resumed the 

search. The small skimmer now even more cramped with Mikhail and his equipment. 

Using every bit of knowledge and experience gained over many years at digs on alien 

planets, the pair pursued the hidden trail. Following in the steps of pilgrims long dead, 
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they stopped only briefly for food and drink. The pair crossed seemingly endless stretches 

of desert this way. Only shortage of fuel or supplies forced them to return to base camp. 

With each passing mile, the burgeoning friendship deepened. 

The quest drove them relentlessly. In just a few days, Treall’s face lost its 

vibrancy. And Mikhail’s bear-like frame seemed to wither and shrink into itself. 

Now beyond exhaustion, Treall landed the skimmer beneath a rocky outcropping. 

Setting the eruption sensor to audio, she collapsed onto the padded bench at the back of 

the skimmer. 

“Here, drink this,” Mikhail commanded. Treall resisted, but the enticing aroma 

overcame her opposition. Although it was only a reconstituted energy shake, Mikhail had 

added spices from his belt pouch. The result turned a bland concoction into a drink 

worthy of the star region’s best restaurant. 

His own flask in hand, Mikhail gently settled his massive frame onto the bench 

alongside Treall. Abetted by the serenity of the desert scene outside, within the skimmer, 

a companionable silence grew. 

To stop Treall’s fidgeting, Mikhail rested an arm across her shoulders. Within 

minutes, her body relaxed against his. Looking down, a wry smile quirked at Mikhail’s 

lip. Shaking his head, careful not to wake Treall, he shifted the exhausted woman into a 

reclining position. Covering her with a silver thermal blanket from the emergency chest, 

he walked on cat-quiet feet to the control area. 

The rough hand on her shoulder woke Treall. Knuckling sleep from her bloodshot 

eyes, she looked up into Mikhail’s anxious features. 

“Trel, I can’t decipher these notes. How were the pilgrims to find the entrance?” 

Picking up on his excitement, Treall took the proffered sheet. Frowning, she 

scanned the nearly illegible handwriting. 

“Sorry, Mik. I tend to scribble, don’t I?” After a few moments she continued. 

“According to oral tradition, the rock will give them shade from the sun. After making an 

oblation to the goddess of the volcano, the treasure would be found a half day’s walk, 

where the sun lights the crack.” 

“This is the only ledge around for miles. We’re beneath the pilgrim’s rock,” said 

Mikhail’s hurried tones. “I triangulated where the sun would hit the other side of the 

valley at mid-day.” His voice dropped to a whisper. “I think we’re almost there.” 

Treall’s hands trembled as she took the skimmer’s controls. Silently it wafted 

skyward, leaving behind a cloud of slowly settling dust. What would have taken pilgrims 

hours to walk, the skimmer covered in minutes. 

“There,” Mikhail pointed. Treall sent the skimmer towards the flicker of light 

shining off a crack in the towering rock wall. It quickly covered the short distance to land 
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with a gentle nudge of sand. Treall turned into a human whirlwind. Port pods were 

shoved into Mikhail’s arms while she shouldered bags of recording equipment and 

rations. 

Trudging through knee-high drifts, she forced her way to the rock wall. Firmer 

ground made walking easier. Years of training enabled her to follow the slight 

depressions that were the footprints of ancient pilgrims. The pair’s soft footfalls 

resounded louder than the martial drums of an attacking army. 

“It’s here. I know it,” Treall whispered, even the slightest sound seeming a 

sacrilege. Each clank from equipment jostling brought the pair to a halt until the sound 

dissipated in the narrowing pass. 

A sharp intake of breath marked the end of the chasm where immense metal doors 

blocked the path. Carvings of winged monsters served as guardians against intruders. The 

recording equipment’s light flickered off of words that hadn’t greeted pilgrims in 

thousands of years. 

“Wealth of Spirit – Journey of Life,” Treall translated for Mikhail. “Ready?” she 

asked. At his nod, her palm pushed against the symbol that indicated entry. The barest 

hint of a whisper reached the pair as the doors slid open. 

In between heartbeats, Treall’s thoughts raced. She had always thought she would 

be bouncing off the walls when she sands gave up their secrets. But now, with the legend 

uncovered, she just felt like a trespasser.  

Treall’s blond head bowed alongside Mikhail’s dark one as they sought the attitude 

of supplicants. The earlier emotion faded, replaced by serenity at odds with the 

excitement of a new find. A held breath and she stepped over the threshold into the black 

expanse. The darkness receded in a blaze of phosphorescence. Light from an unknown 

source flowed around the anteroom to cascade down a long passageway. Each flash of 

the beam revealed a series of branching chambers. 

Mikhail’s soft, “You did it, Trel,” pulled Treall from the thrall created by the 

vastness of the temple. 

A low rumble felt, rather than heard, brought the pair back to reality. Mikhail 

unslung equipment and started setting up the transport poles while Treall started scanning 

the room. 
 

The eruption sensor’s piercing shriek shattered the quiet of the chamber. Fingering 

the off switch, Mikhail changed the sensor controls to display the real-time image of the 

volcano. A red-orange glow surrounded the volcano’s crater as lava flowed down the 

ridged slopes. Across the bottom of the image, the danger indicator edged from yellow to 

red. 
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What calm the archive had imparted disappeared in an instant. Desperation seized 

Treall’s heart. “Please not now!” Her fists clenched as the litany, “no, No, NO!” repeated 

over and over in her mind. 

“Help me, Mik,” she cried. “The lava’s going to flow down the chasm walls. Those 

doors won’t hold.” 

Evaluating the eruption sensor readings with a surveyor’s trained eye, Mikhail 

agreed. For the first time, Dharu’s lava would flow right to the archive’s doors. If they 

had known the location earlier, dams in select locations would have diverted the lava. 

“I’m sorry, Treall. It’s too late to control the flow.” 

“We’ve got to save what we can. This room is scanned. We’ll just work toward the 

back wall. If not too much lava seeps in, maybe the back rooms will be safe. But at least 

we’ll have saved something.” 

The pair hurriedly placed the port pods in the four corners of the anteroom. 

Jeweled crowns and paintings in carved frames all disappeared in the shimmering 

transport beams. Mikhail’s footsteps followed him down the passageway as he ran the 

pods to the next chamber. Treall backed out, scanning the now empty anteroom. Her fist 

clenched against the tracking implant’s insistent pulse. 

The pair raced to save the next room. With just a glance, as if they had been 

partnered for years, they worked in unison. Scan, beam, shift. Scan, beam, shift. Room 

after room of artifacts disappeared from the gilded trappings of the archive to reappear in 

the satellite’s stark metal hold. 

In what seemed liked only a few minutes, but was in reality several hours, the 

implant alerts grew more dire. Lava overflowed Dharu’s crater. Warning messages 

changed to recall orders. Then came the unthinkable command. Emergency transport. 

Treall wrapped an arm around a large clay amphora. Before the transport beams 

dissolved her atoms, she breathed a silent prayer. “We saved another room.” 

The last thing she saw was a wall of racked papyrus disappearing in the sparkling 

glow of the transporter. 

Almost before the beam finished depositing her and Mikhail on the satellite bridge, 

the head surveyor lashed into the pair. “What is going on? I caught Richards beaming 

unauthorized material from the planet to a hold. Scanners registered you two as being 

beneath the volcano.” The torrent of words stopped as he saw the ancient jug in Treall’s 

arm. “And what under the triple moons is that?” 

The calm with which Treall greeted the outburst silenced the raging man. 

Her voice rang out in eerie quiet of the vessel’s command center. “We found the 

lost archive of Withym. Please request the immediate transport of the prime minister and 

the head shaman to the station. Tell them the message is “Selah.” 
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~ * ~ 

Treall looked at the picture projected onto the cliff face. Despite the passing of 

more than two decades, the archives never failed to inspire awe. The years of traversing 

Withym’s arid desert had treated her lightly. In gratitude for uncovering their lost 

heritage, the joined council of the planet’s tribes granted her lifetime access to the hidden 

chambers beneath the volcano. A privilege she used to teach the new generations about 

those who came before. Turning, she searched the upturned faces of the thousand people 

seated before her. Not a single voice rose above the soft rustle of the sands. A hand signal 

and the image of the guardian statues faded.  

She allowed a moment more of communal silence before speaking. “Welcome to 

the Temple of the Ancients. I am Treall. The archives survived Dharu’s eruption. Force 

shields now protect the site from looters as well as natural disasters.” 

As always, her gaze shifted to a solitary figure she knew would be there. While her 

lectures throughout the star cluster brought both critical acclaim and surprisingly, 

monetary rewards, her discovery yielded an even greater treasure. At every lecture, 

always sitting at the back of the room was the one-time surveyor, now assistant curator of 

the Withym archives, and Treall’s husband of twenty years, Mikhail.  
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